Abstract-Most information received by the human is acquired through vision. However, image has the largest data amount in three information forms. If the image is not compressed, high transmission rate for digital image transmission and tremendous capacity for digital image storage can hinder the development of digital image. For example, for a color image whose resolution rate is 1280×1024, each pixel needs 24B for storage, and the total data amount is about 3.75MB. If the earth satellite transmits the acquired image to the earth at 30 frames per second, the transmitting data size in 1 second is about 112.5MB. Under the condition of the existing communication capacity, if the image is not compressed, the real-time transmission of most multimedia information can't be completed. High-speed transmission and storage of digital image has become the biggest obstacle of promoting digital image communication. So it is necessary to compress image. Data compression not only can rapidly transmit various information sources, improve the utilization rage of information channel and reduce transmitted power, but also can save energy and reduce storage capacity. More and more attentions of people have been paid to the application of artificial neural network to image compression, the reason for which is that artificial neural network has good fault tolerance, self-organization and adaptivity compared with traditional compression methods. So the predetermined data coding algorithm is not needed in the process of image compression. Neural network can independently complete the image coding and compression according to the characteristics of image. The paper combines corner detection technology with artificial neural network image compression, and designs a new neural network image compression encoding based on corner block with reasonable structure, high compression rate and rapid convergence rate.
INTRODUCTION
We have entered the information era. And digitalization of information is an important feature for information era, but digitized multimedia information has great capacity of data [1, 2] . Multimedia information has three manifestations, text, sound and image in which as the most common way of storing information, image not only has lively and visual expression form [3, 4] , but also can provide more information compared with other manifestations. Most information that human receives is obtained through vision [5, 6, 7] . However, image has greater capacity of data than the other two information forms. If the image is not compressed, high transmission rate for digital image transmission and tremendous capacity for digital image storage can hinder the development of digital image [8, 9, 10] . For example, for a color image whose resolution is 1280×1024, every pixel needs 24B for storage and the total data volume is about 3. 75M [11, 12] . If earth satellite transmits the taken images back to the ground at 30 frames per second, the 1-second transmission data volume is about 112. 5MB. Under the situation of the existing communication capacity, if the image is not compressed, real-time transmission of massive multimedia information can't be accomplished [13, 14] . So it is necessary to compress images. Data compression can rapidly transmit various sources, improve utilization ratio of information channels, reduce transmitting power, save energy and reduce storage capacity.
Image compression can be divided into lossless compression and lossy compression. For lossy compression, the principle is that some data of image is deleted intentionally and the deleted data can't restore any longer, the characteristic of lossy compression is that it keeps gradual change and sudden change of color of the deleted image, the advantage is that it not only can reduce the size of image, but also can reduce the memory footprint while opening image, and the disadvantage is that high compression ration affects the image quality. The images with lossy compression technology have little effect on image quality. If the image is printed out by a printer with high resolution, image quality has evident damaged traces. For lossless compression, the basic principle is that the same color information only needs to be stored once and repeated color information is deleted, and the most important is to determine which areas of images are the same and different. In essence, lossless compression can delete some repeated data, which reduces the image size stored in disc. However, lossless compression can't reduce memory footprint of images, the reason for which is that when image are read from disc, the software can use appropriate colors to refill the lost pixels. If the memory footprint of images needs to be reduced, lossy compression must be used. The advantage of lossless compression is that it can store the image quality well. But lossless compression has low compression ratio. If the images need to be printed out by a printer with high resolution, lossless compression is the best choice.
The paper combines corner detection technology and artificial neutral network image compression technology and designs a new neural network image compression encoding based on corner block which has reasonable structure, high compression rate and fast convergence rate.
Neural network image compression encoding based on corner block combines corner detection algorithm and artificial neural network. The most intuitive impression of corner is the points with great change in vertical and horizontal direction. Edge changes greatly only in horizontal direction or only in vertical direction. And flat region has little change in vertical and horizontal direction. For a given image, we use corner detection algorithm to solve the number of corners. Then, according to the distribution of the number of corners, the number of BP network hidden layers is determined, which applies parallel encoding to BP network with different hidden layers for speeding up the compression process.
Artificial neuron is the most basic unit or component composing artificial neutral network. Artificial neuron model should have six basic features of biological neuron, as follows.
(1) Neurons and connections. And the output of artificial neuron network can be described as
f is activation function, w is weight vector and x is input vector.
Activation function includes several types, as follows. 
γ>0 is a constant which is called saturation value and is the maximum output of the neuron.
(3) Threshold function step function The definition of threshold function step function is
Β, γ and θ are nonnegative real number, and θ is the threshold.
Binary pattern is:
Bipolar form is:
A, b and d are constant. a and a+b are saturation value The easies form is (
II. IMAGE COMPRESSION OF NEURON NETWORK BASED ON CORNER BLOCK

A. Neural Network Image Compression
BP neuron is multi-layer feedforward network using BP algorithm and consists of an input layer, an interface layer and an output layer. If output layer can't get the desired output, which means that there is error between the actual output value and the desired output value, the error signals return along the original connection pathway, the input layer transmission is calculated gradually, each connection weight is verified layer by layer and gets through propagation process. The processes are applied repeatedly, which makes the error signals reduce gradually and improves the accuracy of response of network on input information. When error achieves the desired requirements, the learning process of network is over. Mathematical description of each unit is as follows.
( 1 ( 1) ( )
( t  is learning rate and  is node error) 
B. Image Compression Principles of Neural Network Based on Corner Block
The above chapters discuss corner block and principles of neural network image compression. The object of the study is image compression of neural network based on corner block which combines neural network and corner block and constructs image compression system of neural network based on corner block.
Image compression principle of neural network based on corner block is that for an image, firstly, corner detection algorithm is used to determine the number of corners, then the number of corners determines the number of blocks and BP network interface layer, which encodes BP network of each block using different interface layers and speeds up the compression process. The procedures of image compression principles of neural network based on corner block are as follows.
(1) Horizontal and vertical difference operators are used to filter every pixel, which can get , 4) In matrix Cim, the point which meets the requirements that Cim is greater than a threshold and each Cim is the local maximum of a neighborhood is considered to be corner. Increasing threshold makes the number of the extracted corners less. Solving the neighborhood size of local maximum has an influence on the number and tolerance of the extracted corners. Cim of Figure 1 can be figured out. After threshold processing the local maximum of Cim, the final corner can be obtained, as shown in Figure 5 .
(5) After obtaining corners of Figure 5 , the number of image blocks and BP network interface layer can be determined by the number of corners. And BP network not only uses different interface layers, but also applies concurrent coding.
If the width and height of the image is W and H, the number of corners of the image which is detected out by Harris corner detection algorithm is V, M = W/P, N = H/P. p is integer, the value of P is determined by the value of 2V
WH  
C. Design Based on Corner Block BP Network
Design based on corner block BP network is that for an image, firstly, corner detection algorithm is used to determine the number of corners, then the number of corners determines the number of blocks and BP network interface layer, which encodes BP network of each block using different interface layers and speeds up the compression process. Image compression principles of neural network based on corner block introduces 1 
D. Implementation of Corner Detection Algorithm
Firstly, the width of two-dimensional Gaussian window, the variance of Gaussian function, and the neighborhood width inhibited by non-maximum needs to be defined. Finally, the threshold for determining corner should be determined, and a dialog needs to be designed for implementing input threshold. Implementation procedures are as follows.
( 1 (4) Local non-maximum is inhibited for getting the final corner. Each point is made maximum filter in the neighborhood, which means that the value of the point is set as the maximum of the neighborhood, and the corner is determined finally.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Evaluation Standard of Compression Effect
Decompressing image quality is one of the most important standards evaluating image compression encoding method. It includes two meanings. 1. Fidelity of images, which means deviation of the restored image from the original image. 2. Intelligibility of images, which means the capacity of images providing information for people or machines. For limited distorted coding, there is difference between the original image and the restored image, and the difference means that the quality of restored images is different. However, visual redundancy of people makes sensitivity on some difference low, which generates two standards. 1. Objective evaluation standard. It is established on the error between the original image and the restored image. 2. Subjective evaluation standard. It is established on the score of human eyes on images. The following is a detailed introduction.
(1) Subjective evaluation standard Subjective evaluation uses MOS or multi-dimensional score for test. The evaluated image quality not only relates to the characteristics of images, but also relates to the features and environment of observers. A group of observers (at least 20) are organized to observe the images and evaluate the image quality. Observers compare the restored image and the original image, compare the injury degree, and give a quality level for the evaluated image. Finally, the mean method is used to get the score of the image. The method takes a lot of time, but it is realistic. a) Bits per pixel and compression ratio Compression ratio is a parameter which evaluates compression effect most directly and is an important index to measure compression degree. There is no standard definition for compression ratio. In information theory, compression ratio is defined as the proportion of entropy before and after compression. But in most cases, compression technology doesn't depend on statistical results of data. So it has great limitations. Starting from actual probability of compression ration, the paper defines compression ratio as:
G is the number of bits of the original image file and G is the number of bits of the image file after compression.
The size of the original image file is only the number of bits of the stored pixels, which doesn't include any other files. For example, for a 8 NN  BPP image, the number of bits of the original image file is NN  bits. The number of bits of file after compression is the size of compressed file defined in the paper. It only includes 3 extra bits which are needed for decompression. From formula (15), we can see that the greater C is, the better the compression effect is.
In order to understand compression effect easily, the paper uses bits per pixel as compression effect. It can be converted with compression rate. And the expression is as follows. 
Bits per pixel mean the number of bits for every pixel. The smaller the number is, the better the compression effect is. b) b) MSE MSE means mean square error which has been introduced. It is a common error function, and its form is as follows. In the expression, p is the bits per pixel of the original image. If there is no special illustration in the paper, it is p 8.
PSNR is a parameter which is common and easy to be calculated. It is dimensionless. The calculation of PSNR uses logarithm and is expressed by dB. But PSNR has no absolute significance. PSNR is only used to compare the performance of different lossy compression algorithms or the influence of different parameters on the algorithm. The more similar the images are, the greater the PSNR value is. It only has limited similarity with the error observed by human visual system. Therefore, high PSNR value means that the representation of the reconstructed image for the original image is better, but it doesn't guarantee that observers like the reconstructed image.
d) Size of files The size of files after compression can be seen as an effective subjective evaluation method of single-image and batch-image compression.
Besides the above-mentioned parameters, parameters including SNR and SQNR can be used as objective evaluation standard. But they have no special advantages, so the paper uses the above-mentioned four parameters as subjective evaluation standard.
Compared with subjective evaluation, objective evaluation standard is not interfered by artificial factors and is easy for comparison. But the disadvantages are that the image quality is affected greatly by artificial factors. Sometimes subjective feeling of people on images with low objective quality is good. In short, objective evaluation standard is reliable. The advantages and disadvantages of two evaluation standard need specific subject to be studied.
B. Test Data
Three test figures in Figure 6 were used for test. The results in literature [14] were compared. The hardware platform of the experiment is PC system of Intel+Windows XP, CPU is PIII 667Mhz and the memory is 1G. 
C. Test Results
Test patterns in Figure 6 were tested, and the test results are shown in Table 3 .
From table 3, we can see that not only MSE reduces greatly, but also PSNR increases greatly. It is good to use corner detection algorithm to determine block effect. It not only has high compression ration, but also has fast compression and decompression rate. Experimental results prove that the method is feasible. 
IV. SUMMARY
The paper discusses about image compression principles of neural network based on corner block. The emphasis of the paper is to study corner block encoding algorithm and image compression of neural network. For the study on image compression algorithm of neural network, BP algorithm is introduced in detailed and improved, the principles, characteristics and procedures of the improvement are analyzed comprehensively. Under the premise of meeting accuracy, reliability, robustness and readability, the efficiency of the program should be improved, and the bottleneck restricting the efficiency needs to be found out. Data structure and algorithm should be optimized firstly, and then execution codes are optimized. Compacted codes are not wanted, the reason for which is that compacted codes don't generate high-efficiency machine codes. The variables which have close relationship with concrete software and hardware environment are not used as far as possible. Based on the improvement, image encoding algorithm is obtained. Starting from the demand of the study and practical application, the paper designs image compression encoding system and uses C++ program to implement complete software system under PC platform. The analysis on experimental data proves that the paper in the algorithm is feasible. The paper proposes some improvement measures in the study on image compression encoding of neural network based on corner block and achieves anticipated effect, but we still need make deep study on image compression.
